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Abstract 
This paper proposes a pedestrian hydrodynamic model which takes a form for mass and ³momentum´ conservations 
with relaxation. The model can be viewed as an extension of the Aw-Rascle-Zhang vehicular traffic flow model, 
which ensures a so called ³anisotropy´ for traffic flow, namely, disturbance propagates only against the motion of the 
disturbed media. The optimal direction of motion for a pedestrian is determined by an Eikonal-type equation so that 
the total cost for traveling from the referred position to destination is minimized.  A discontinuous Galerkin scheme is 
applied to solve the formulated hyperbolic system and the simulation indicates the convergence of the scheme. 
Moreover, numerical results demonstrate the ability of the model to depict macroscopic characteristics of pedestrian 
flow in normal situations, such as the formation and dissipation of congestion near the door in a walking facility. 
 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Kunming 
University of Science and Technology 
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1. Introduction  
The study of pedestrian dynamics becomes increasingly important for many fields in traffic science, 
such as urban planning and emergency evacuation. Comparing a pedestrian crowd to a flowing continuum 
with the ability to ³think´ is just a recent development [1-7]. However, these which are called 
macroscopic (or hydrodynamic) models are scarce in the study field for pedestrian dynamics because of 
complex interactions between pedestrians and difficulties in defining a path-choice strategy for 
pedestrians. In most of the aforementioned studies, the well known Lighthill-Whitham-Richards (LWR) 
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model for vehicular traffic was extended to describe pedestrian crowds and some optimal strategies were 
taken into account for pedestrians¶ path choice. Nevertheless, the extended LWR model takes into 
account only the mass conservation and suggests kinetic waves; it assumes a speed-density relationship so 
that the flow is always at an equilibrium state, which is represented by a single curve in the speed-density 
phase plot. In fact, non-equilibrium phase transitions and more complex nonlinear phenomena in 
pedestrian flow have been observed [8]. Therefore, it is reasonable and similar that pedestrian dynamic 
models are formulated through extension of the existing vehicular continuum models, so as to describe 
these complex phenomena. See [6] for a dynamic pedestrian flow model, which was extended from an 
³isotropic´ vehicular model.  
In the present paper, a pedestrian hydrodynamic (or dynamic for short) model is proposed by taking 
into account the mass and ³PRPHQWXP´ conservations with relaxation. This model is actually an 
extension of the Aw-Rascle-Zhang (ARZ) vehicular model [9-13], which is ³DQLVRWURSic´ and thus 
disturbance always propagates against the motion of the disturbed media. We assume that a pedestrian 
walking in a 2D continuous domain should choose a path to anticipate a minimal traveling cost to the 
destination, which gives rise to an Eikonal-type equation [4]. As long as the direction of motion is 
determined, the homogenous part of the model can be viewed as hyperbolic conservation laws with a 
complete eigen-structure.  
The proposed pedestrian dynamic model is spatially discretized by using a discontinuous Galerkin 
method (DGM) on unstructured grids, in which case an approximate Riemann solver is applied to replace 
the flux terms in the interface and a total variation bounded (TVB) nonlinear limiter is adopted to 
suppress nonphysical oscillation near shocks. A total variation diminishing (TVD) Runge-Kutta method 
is used for time discretization [5,14]. The simulation indicates the efficiency of the scheme and the 
applicability of the model in describing pedestrian dynamics.  
2. Mathematical model 
We consider a pedestrian crowd moving through a 2D continuous walking facility 2R: (in m2). The 
sections of solid wall, entrance and exit are denoted by w* ,  i*  and o* , respectively. Let ( , )tU x  (in 
ped/m2) and ( , )u v v (in m/s) be the density and velocity of the pedestrian crowd. Then, the optimal 
velocity at (x,t) is defined by eU ȣ , where 1 2( ( , ), ( , ))t tX X ȣ x x , and = ( )e eU U U  (in m/s) are the optimal 
direction of motion and the optimal speed, respectively.  
2.1. Pedestrian dynamic model 
The pedestrian crowd is assumed as a continuum. Then, the mass conservation and acceleration are 
defined as follows: 
( ) 0
.
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where, W (in s) is the relaxation time, and '1 2( , ) ( )ec c U UU  c ȣ  (in m/s) is the sonic velocity depicting 
the propagation of small disturbance in the pedestrian flow. The model of (1) can be viewed as an 
extension of the 1D ARZ vehicular flow model, which is rewritten in the following conservation form:  
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Equation (2) is easily verified to be a hyperbolic system, with the eigenvalues 1( , , )u c u u  for the flux 
vector F , and the eigenvalues 2( , , )v c v v  for the flux vector G . In either case, the eigenvalues are not 
greater than the motion speed u or v,  thus the model can be viewed as being ³DQLVRWURSLF´ . The model 
equations will be completed with the specification of the unit vector ȣ . 
2.2. Desired motion direction 
We adopt the same path-choice strategy for cost reduction as that described in [4]. The cost 
distribution is defined as 
1( , ) ( , ),
( )e
C t g t
U U
 x x  
 
                                                                                               (4) 
    
where ( , )g tx  is related to a discomfort field. The cost potential ( , )t) x , which is the minimal cost from 
position x  to the exit, is determined by the following Eikonal-type equation: 
( , ) ( , ) , ,
( 0) 0 ,o
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We assume that pedestrians make their instantaneous path choice to minimize the cost potential. Thus, 
the unit vector ȣ  is tangent to the gradient of -) , namely 
1 2( , ) , ,X X
)   : t
)
ȣ x ̐  
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Equation (7) also implies that the cost potential in position x reduces at the fastest speed along the 
optimal motion direction at time t. 
3. Numerical method 
The weak finite-element formulation of the equations is given by 
( ) ( ) ,h h h h h h h hK K KQ v dxdy v S v dxdy v dst w
w    
w ³ ³ ³F F n< <v  
 
    (8) 
   
 where  n  is the unit vector outward normal to the element boundary Kw , hv   is an arbitrary smooth  
test function, and hQ  is the approximation of Q . The approximate solution variable can be expressed as 
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the sum over the product of the discrete variable jQ  and the shape function jv , i.e. 
     31,
j
h j jj
Q t Q t M 
 
 ¦x x .   Here, we use orthogonal shape functions, e.g., jv  is a linear shape function that 
takes 1 at the midpoint of the j-th edge of K and 0 at the midpoints of the other two edges. The normal 
flux, hF n< , which is across each element boundary and not well defined due to the discontinuous nature of 
the solution, is reconstructed by the values of hQ  in each of the two elements. As done in [6], the Lax-
Friedrichs flux is adopted to approximate this normal flux. 
For the standard Galerkin approach, the test functions in Eq. (8) are chosen to be identical to the shape 
functions. This results in a set of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) which can be denoted by 
1 ( ),h h h
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where the mass matrix M=|K|diag(1/3, 1/3, 1/3), and the operator hL  denotes the spatial discretization. 
The integrals are approximated by a three-midpoint rule for the triangles and a two-point Gauss 
integration for the line integrals. The explicit time integration is preceded using the second order Runge-
Kutta time discretization.  
4.  Numerical experiment 
 We consider a large group of pedestrians exiting a 50m×50m square room, which includes a door and 
a circular obstruction near the door.  The width of the door is denoted by W (in m). The optimal speed of 
the pedestrian flow ( )eU U  is taken as the same as that in [6], i.e., 
    2maxexpe fU vU J U U  ,  
where the free flow speed 1.34fv m s , the jam density
2
max 10 ped mU  , and the model parameter 
7.5J  . The critical density that divides the uncongested and congested density regions turns out to be  
2
max 2 2.58c ped mU U J | .  The cost distribution referring to the discomfort in Eq. (4) is given by 
 20 max 0( , ) , =0.02.g t g gU U x   
Initially, pedestrians are uniformly distributed over the room with the density 20 1ped mU  (see Fig. 
1(a)), and the velocity is assumed to be 0  v 0 m/s., In the simulation, the free-slip and non-permeable 
boundary conditions are applied to the solid walls with =0, =0Uwwn v n< .  
Fig. 1 shows the density distributions in six phases (including the initial state) by assuming the door 
width =10W m . In the second phase, a fraction of pedestrians have left the room (see Fig. 1(b)). In the 
third phase, as more pedestrians move to the door, the arching phenomenon is observed near the door due 
to the obstruction (see Fig. 1(c)). In the fourth phase, the arching that represents congestion becomes 
thicker with the increase of the incoming pedestrians (see Fig. 1(d)). In the fifth phase, dissipation of the 
arching or congestion is observed due to the decrease of the incoming pedestrians (see Fig. 1(e)).  In the 
sixth phase, almost all the pedestrian stream has left the room (see Fig. 1(f)). 
To study the relations between the flow rate at the door and door size, together with the relation 
between the evacuation time and the door size, we fix other parameters but vary the door width with 
W=7.5m, 10m, 12.5m. The flow rate at the door (in ped/s) is computed by 
  25 / 2
25 / 2
( , ) ( , )
W
x W
F t t u t dyU


 ³ x x , 
where x=40m; the plot for the flow rate  xF t  against the time t is shown in Fig. 2. We observe 
that  xF t  increases until it reaches a maximum value or the capacity of the door. This lasts for a period 
until  xF t sharply reduces to zero, when the room becomes empty. The evolution times are approximately 
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70s, 60s, and 50s, for W=7.5m, 10m, 12.5m, respectively. It is obvious that the evacuation time is 
decreasing of the door width W.  
The relation between the flow rate  xF t  and the free flow speed fv  is similarly investigated, as is 
shown in Fig. 3. We observe that the evacuation time increases when the free flow speed decrease in 
normal situations. Moreover, the capacity of the door increases when the free flow speed or the door 
width increases, as is also indicated by Fig. 2. 
 
 












                           
 
 












                         
 
Fig.2   xF t  against time plot for different door sizes                      Fig.3   xF t  against time plot for different free speeds   
5. Conclusions 
A pedestrian dynamic model is proposed, which is extended from and thus inherits the hyperbolicity 
and anisotropy of the Aw-Rascle-Zhang vehicular traffic flow model. The optimal direction of motion for 
pedestrians is determined by an Eikonal-type equation, which implies the minimization of the total 
walking cost from the referred position to the destination. The discontinuous Galerkin method and the 
TVD Runge-Kutta time discretization are applied to solve the model efficiently. The simulation results 
demonstrate the validity and applicability of the proposed model for the description of macroscopic 
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characteristics of pedestrian flow in normal situations. Moreover, this pedestrian hydrodynamic model 
will be extended to simulate crowd flow in emergency and panic situations. 
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